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MARIMIXTM | High Performance Bituminous Concrete 
MARIMIXTM is a high performance bituminous concrete specifically designed for permanent pavement 
repairs. MARIMIXTM can be utilized cold, warm and/or hot. It handles easily even at cold winter 
temperatures. MARIMIXTM can be heated and reheated in pavement storage without damaging the 
properties of the material.  MARIMIXTM is produced from 100% virgin materials and an enhanced modified 
binder, ensuring that it is completely recyclable even after placement.  

Why MARIMIXTM?    
• Save over 30% from typical Cold Patch Method requiring 

removal and replacement 
• 100% Virgin Material 
• 1/2” Binder or 3/8” Top Gradations 
• Utilize Cold, Warm or Hot  
• Stockpile for the Winter – Use all Year 
• Use as an Admixture to HMA through thermal integration to ensure proper density and 

flexibility 

Pavement depressions, potholes and/or utility cuts are prime candidates for MARIMIXTM. Just sweep the 
area to be repaired, tack coat the edges and install MARIMIXTM into the area. Compact in 2” layers, tack 
coat the seams and you have a permanent repair.  No more digging out cold patch to make permanent 
repairs.  Its enhanced design characteristics allow for a semi-permanent repair of utility excavations 
provided that it’s properly installed and at sufficient thickness.  MARIMIXTM installed stays pliable long 
enough to expedite the inevitable sub-base settlement of utility trenches while staying cohesive, allowing 
for less costly subsequent permanent restorations (such as conventional or thermal overlays) sooner than 
temporary  
MARIMIXTM also is a superior patching material than hot mix asphalt for most potholes!  All potholes need 
both water and traffic present to develop.  Since all potholes have moisture, patching with hot mix asphalt 
attains a high cohesive patch but limits the patch to bond to the existing roadway.  Oil and water do not 
mix.  The modified binder contained in the MARIMIXTM product actually has an affinity to moisture 
resulting in an eventual chemical bond between patch and roadway. The long-term performance of 
MARIMIXTM as a patch material under high traffic is unmatched by any other material available.   

MARIMIXTM can be purchased in bulk (ton quantities) and by 5-gallon pail.  It can be stored at ambient 
temperatures.  MARIMIXTM is available exclusively at Felix A. Marino Co., Inc. 
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